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IndoNostalgia Run 55 – October 2018 

Perspiration and Precipitation in South Cerney (pronounced Sernee!) 
 

Friday 

Those who hadn’t had an early morning wake-up 
call from Spermwhale can consider themselves 
lucky, they were also in the minority as SW had 
phoned most of the hash. Why he needed a bed I’m 
not sure, as there was enough open water 
surrounding us to accommodate several whales. 

 
More than enough open water for a Spermwhale 
 
Asking directions to the pub from the locals proved 
problematical as they pronounce the village “South 
Sernee” rather than Kerney, although it is situated 
on the River Churn. Despite this we managed to 
gather at the Eliot Arms as suggested but soon split 
into three groups due to the small size of the tables 
and sitting areas.  
 

 

South Cerney has a long history dating back to 
AD999 when it was founded by Saxon settlers with 
a charter by King Aetheired II, otherwise known as 
the Unready – must have been a hasher! 

Saturday 

The forecast had been terrible so it was rather a 
surprise to find that it was a lovely warm and sunny 
day with a pleasant breeze to blow us along. For 
those who’d missed breakfast there was coffee and 
sandwiches available as we gathered at the Old 
George Inn. Very civilised!   

Although the run was due to start at 12.30, there 
was a bit of a delay as Finley needed a nappy and 
our youngest hasher’s needs took preference over 
a prompt start. As Blowback said “what’s 
happened to Jam Karet” or Indonesian rubber 
time? 

The Hares, Ibu Ibu Susu and Gorbechov had taken 
on the task of laying today’s run, although there 
was more flour on Ibu Ibu Susu than on the trail. 
They explained the symbols for those who were 
used to Cambridge rules, very simple, a circle for a 
check and a cross for a false trail.  No need to 
complicate matters for IndoNostalgia, one blob 
and you’re “on”, unless of course, you’re not.  

 

http://www.inh3.co.uk/


 
Control Freak et al milling around at the first check 
 

At the first check there were three options and so 
most of the pack chose the wrong one, leaving 
Unmentionable to find the true trail straight on.  

 
Konkorde, with his nice soft boots, leads Bastard and 

Only Me, obviously on a short cut 

 
“On” was called up the path by a small stream (is 
this the River Churn?) and the FRBs disappeared 
into the distance. Koncorde chose to paddle along 
the river rather than the follow the path. We 
thought that this was on account of living on a 
narrow boat but It actually turned out that his 
boots were still caked in dried mud from his last run 
several years ago and he was trying to soften them 
up.  

Another complicated check confused the FRBs (it’s 
not difficult) before the trail turned right along the 
river bank. The Hares has reported seeing an otter 

along this stretch but the shy bastard had more 
sense than to pop out whilst the pack were passing. 
The only wildlife we saw being our very own Ferret, 
rather an anti-climax but better than nothing. 

At various points we met Hold It For Me coming 
the other way before turning round and following 
the pack, just to rub it in that he’s a fit bastard and 
we’re not. 

The river finally turned into the Thames and Severn 
Canal and we passed several locks in need of repair 
before reaching Wildmoorway Locks, despite 
efforts by the Hares to get us to check out every 
path to the right. 

 
Regroup to appreciate Wildmoorway Locks 

 
As we turned up the road Ferret, Generator and 
Hold It For Me realised that this was where they 
slept last night in their camper vans, so it was a 
simple run back home, except for Ferret who still 
manged to go the wrong way. 
 

 
Ferrari, Perfect Lay, and HIFM, fit young bastards 

showing the rest of us up. 

 



Nearing the On-Inn we came across Pugwash and 
Control Freak, surely they weren’t moaning about 
the length of the run?  

Five miles and an hour and a quarter later, we 
arrived back at the Old George Inn. The beer was 
set up in the garden and Pugwash was pouring the 
beer, assisted by Bear. 

 
Piss pourers  

 
The circle followed with Blowback kicking things 
off before handing over to Froggy who awarded 
numerous down-downs for various sins, or simply 
for being part of the Holloway clan. Gadaffi and 
Little Shite turned up to lend some support for 
Gorbechov but that was about all they lent, as 
most of the hard work was done by Ibu Ibu Susu 
and Mudflaps. 
 

 
Brothers Gorbechov, Gadaffi and Little Shite 

 
There were numerous charges and even the odd, 
some very odd, songs. Anyone who missed having 
a down-down was called into the circle and a 
mass down-down for those keeping a low profile. 
 

 
 
 

 
Blowback awarding down-downs for low profiles – 

including Gorilla - surely not? 
 

Some of the low profile squad even managed to 
avoid a mass down-down for being low profile, so 
where was Chimp? Paparazzi and Only Me had an 
excuse as they were busy taking pictures, but  
Klingon, Fraser. Lady Slipstream and Robin the 
Cabin Boy managed to keep their heads below the 
parapet.   
 

 
Is Bastard morphing into Bear? 

 
With the usual turnout of old farts it was good to 
see Lola, Finlay, Wai Wai and Just Josie running 
riot in the circle. A future generation of exiles, just 
as badly behaved as their parents used to be.  
 



 
Mudflaps & Little Blow with the future generation 

of Hashers 
 
 

        
         Kermit                                    Klinger 
 
Following the circle we adjourned to our various 
pits before meeting up later at the Lakeside 
Restaurant for dinner and more beer. 

 

 

Sunday 

The adjacent Cotswold Water Park comprises over 
140 lakes, where does all the water come from? 
Well, today we found out, the weather forecast 
was correct and it was pissing down as we met up 
at the Old George Inn again. Kermit had decided 
that it was too wet for frogs and had returned to 
Cambridge early (where it was reported to have 
been even wetter!). Bear was also an early leaver 
but nobody seemed to notice, or care.  

 
Klinger, Klingon, Generator, Only Me and The 

Penguin waiting for the rain to stop 
 

But something else was wrong. Instead of our little 
group of exiles waiting in the rain, there was a 
crowd of strangers, some in hash gear, some with 
dogs and some just strange. 

 
What rain? 

 

    
Like Just Josie and Wai Wai, you just need the 

proper rain gear to enjoy the puddles 
 

It transpired that the Kennet Valley Hash were 
holding a joint run with North Wilts and, out of all 



the pubs in the area, had chosen the same pub as 
we had. 

They had laid three trails, one for runners, a 
medium one and one for walkers. Well, with our 
trail as well, that made four, so confusion was 
guaranteed. Fortunately, they set off before us and 
disappeared into the rain and we didn’t see them 
again although reportedly some of their walkers 
followed our flour by mistake. However, if you’d 
like to read what they got up to they have written 
a very comprehensive report on their website 
kvh3.co.uk. Unlike this report, which is over a year 
late, they produced theirs in the next day or so and 
it can be found on their website under “previous 
hashes” run 550.  

     
Rather damp underfoot 

 
With Mud Flaps the main Hare today, we started 
off up the same trail as yesterday but then turned 
left along the old railway track. At some point we 
turned left again, past the alpacas and towards the 
stream. Although it had stopped raining it was still 
damp underfoot but the alpacas simply ignored us, 
and even Klinger, as we trundled past. 

 
Alpacas look unimpressed by the passing hashers 

A field of sheep were similarly disinterested and 
suddenly we were running down the back of some 
houses and turned the corner to find the Village 
Hall and beer waiting. 
 

   
El Rave & HIFM look rather sheepish after 

negotiating the kissing gate 
 
 
As the rain had commenced again, after holding 
off whilst we ran, it was decided to hold the circle 
indoors. But before proceedings could continue 
Can’t Be Arsed needed a push-start to get his 
wheels moving. 
 
Despite being inside (this seems to happen a lot 
on IndoNostalgia, do we blame the RA or 
Jetstream?), a lively circle followed and even Dirty 
Dex managed to clamber to his feet when a down-
down was in the offing. After 18 months your 
Scribe can’t recall much of the proceedings so 
better close this off now.  
 
 

 

Our thanks to all of the Hares, Lola, Gobechov, 
Gadaffi, Su Su Ibu, Mud Flaps and Finley, for a 

superb weekend. 
 


